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Abstract

Summary: Over the last two decades, we have observed an exponential increase in the number of

generated array or sequencing-based transcriptomic profiles. Reverse engineering of biological

networks from high-throughput gene expression profiles has been one of the grand challenges in

systems biology. The Algorithm for the Reconstruction of Accurate Cellular Networks (ARACNe)

represents one of the most effective and widely-used tools to address this challenge. However,

existing ARACNe implementations do not efficiently process big input data with thousands of sam-

ples. Here we present an improved implementation of the algorithm, SJARACNe, to solve this big

data problem, based on sophisticated software engineering. The new scalable SJARACNe package

achieves a dramatic improvement in computational performance in both time and memory usage

and implements new features while preserving the network inference accuracy of the original algo-

rithm. Given that large-sampled transcriptomic data is increasingly available and ARACNe is

extremely demanding for network reconstruction, the scalable SJARACNe will allow even

researchers with modest computational resources to efficiently construct complex regulatory and

signaling networks from thousands of gene expression profiles.

Availability and implementation: SJARACNe is implemented in Cþþ (computational core) and

Python (pipelining scripting wrapper, �3.6.1). It is freely available at https://github.com/jyyulab/

SJARACNe.

Contact: ac2248@cumc.columbia.edu or jiyang.yu@stjude.org

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Due to the power of technologies in transcriptome profiling from

microarray to next-generation sequencing, we have observed a tre-

mendous increase in the number of gene expression profiles from nor-

mal to malignant samples over the past two decades. For example,

The Cancer Genome Atlas project has profiled over 30000 human

adult cancer patients. The Gene Expression Omnibus accumulated

array—or sequence-based transcriptomic profiles of over 2.5 million

samples from bacteria to humans by July 2018. Reverse engineering

of gene regulatory networks from transcriptomic profiles has been

proven to be powerful in discovering hidden drivers and master regu-

lators of disease phenotypes including cancer (Rodriguez-Barrueco

et al., 2015), immunology (Du et al., 2018), drug resistance (Piovan

et al., 2013) and drug response (Woo et al., 2015). Various computa-

tional algorithms have been developed to reconstruct gene regulatory

networks from large-scaled gene expression data. Among these,

Algorithm for the Reconstruction of Accurate Cellular Networks

(ARACNe) (Margolin et al., 2006) represents one of the most efficient

and widely-used network reconstruction methods based on mutual in-

formation (MI) that captures non-linear relationships between two

variables. ARACNe-adaptive partitioning (AP) (Lachmann et al.,

2016) improved MI estimation using an AP approach. However, nei-

ther ARACNe nor ARACNe-AP can handle big input data with thou-

sands of samples. For example, the original ARACNe fails when the

sample size is over 1500 and ARACNe-AP requires too much memory

to be runnable on a standard computer. Here we present a scalable
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solution, SJARACNe, to address the big data problem by optimizing

the depth of AP and redesigning the data structure. SJARACNe dra-

matically improves the computational performance, especially on the

memory usage to allow even researchers with modest computational

power to generate networks from thousands of samples. For example,

SJARACNe can process data with 2000 samples on a laptop with

only 8 GB RAM while ARACNe would fail and ARACNe-AP would

require a supercomputer with at least 10 times more memory. We

benchmarked the performance improvements of SJARACNe with

datasets of various sizes compared to ARACNe and ARACNe-AP.

2 SJARACNe features and functions

2.1 Efficient data structures
Data structures alongside algorithms are critical to efficient comput-

ing. Here we replaced an inefficient and inextensible data structure

used in ARACNe with a pointer-based and flexible data structure in

SJARACNe, to enhance the computational power by reducing the

access time and, therefore, the overall run time.

2.2 Optimization of the depth of adaptive partitioning
AP is an efficient solution for MI estimation. ARACNe forced a

fixed convergence point in its AP implementation which limited its

scalability; ARACNe-AP used a high threshold which results in high

memory problem. SJARACNe solves both problems by utilizing a

flexible convergence point.

2.3 New features and functions
SJARACNe provides enhanced annotations of network output

including annotations of nodes, and extra statistics such as

Spearman and Pearson correlation and regression coefficients. In

addition, SJARACNe generates the network in various formats that

can be taken by visualization tools.

3 Datasets

To benchmark the performance of SJARACNe in comparison with

ARACNe and ARACNE-AP, we have chosen a large breast cancer

dataset with 1981 samples (Curtis et al., 2012) and sampled the

data into four datasets with different sample sizes: small (N¼100),

medium (N¼500), large (N¼1000) and very large (N¼1981)

while fixing the gene dimension (28 278 genes).

4 Results and discussion

We compared SJARACNe with ARACNe and ARACNe-AP on both

runtime (Fig. 1A) and memory usage (Fig. 1B) using four different

datasets, from a small to very large number of samples with 100

bootstraps (the same seeds were used across all three methods). The

performance results show that ARACNe-AP is the most memory

consuming method among the three, while being close to

SJARACNe in terms of run time. SJARACNe and ARACNe are in

the same level in terms of memory consumption but SJARACNe is

2–2.5 times faster than its competitor as the number of samples

increases. Further, ARACNe is unable to handle a dataset with a

very large number of samples (it failed at N¼1981), while

SJARACNe and ARACNe-AP successfully completed the job.

We have performed the network similarity analysis on gene regu-

latory networks generated by the different methods for 10 680 tran-

scripts representing 6 458 signaling factors in all four benchmark

datasets with 100 bootstraps. Then we performed Fisher’s exact test

to measure the significance of overlaps of targets for each isoform

generated by the three algorithms. SJARACNe and ARACNe con-

struct exactly the same networks with the same initial seeds.

SJARACNe and ARACNe-AP produce highly similar networks: For

each of the 10 680 signaling factor isoforms, the targets predicted by

SJARACNe and ARACNe-AP overlap significantly (P<10�9)

(Supplementary Fig. S1).

In summary, SJARACNe addresses the pressing issue of recon-

structing gene networks from big data and will have broad

applications.
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Fig. 1. Performance comparison of SJARACNe (blue), ARACNe-AP (green)

and ARACNe (red). (A) run time and (B) memory. No results of ARACNe in

very large dataset (N¼ 1981) is due to its failure in handling big input data
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